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level of difficultytime required 
120 minutes

Used items:

You will find material specifications and instructions 
on our homepage.

Instructions:

1 Cut the dried floral foam brick to size by means of the hobby knife.

2 Place afterwards the dried floral foam brick in the decorative bowl in 
cement-look and glue it firmly with the hot glue.

3 Coat the upper side of the foam brick with the craft glue.

4 While the glue is still wet, lay on the ground by means of the granulates 
and the dec-snow.

5 Then place the garden furniture (bench, arbour, instant fence) at the 
desired location.

46 099 000 Deco-bowl in cement look, 32 cm ø 1 piece
33 60100 Floral foam brick for artworks & dried flowers 2 pieces
39 342 102 Granulate, white 2 cans
55 394 000 Snow-covered fir branch 3 pieces
33 408 00 Craft glue 1/4 bottle
55 755 000 Iced decorative branch 5 pieces
55 754 000 Iced boxwood branch 4 pieces
46 062 102 Arbour, white 1 piece
46 055 102 Instant fence, white 1 piece
46 069 102 Bench, white 1 piece
69 063 102 Mini LED-fairy lights, for indoors, white  1 piece
39 600 00 Deco-snow some
39 478 000 Deco-fine scatter snow some
46 093 000 Snowballs with glitter, 2.5 cm ø 2 pieces
46 095 000 Snow-covered larch cones 4 pieces
24 051 00 Stem wire, 1.4 mm ø 5 pieces
61 238 00 Wooden skis+poles, 11 cm 1 piece

Additionally you need: 

33 364 00 Hot glue gun
37 107 00 Flat brush
89 545 00 O-clip pliers fro jewellery
27 285 00 Hobby knife, 14 cm

6 Fasten the decorative plants (fir branch, iced decorative & boxwood 
branch) by means of the stem wire and insert them into the dried floral 
foam brick.

7 At the end, decorate the winter-gardening box with the deco-fine 
scatter snow, snowballs, larch cones and wooden skis.




